
Your audio environment creates a specific atmosphere. While needs vary across multiple industries, the customer experience remains 

a priority for all. Whether the goal is simply to stream background music, to completely customize audio and implement basic digital 

signage, ANTHOLOGY™ could be the last media server you’ll ever need.

ANTHOLOGY simplifies access to audio sources located randomly across a network or anywhere online by automatically finding, 

indexing and playing Internet radio, online music services and network or local audio files. Easily keep content fresh with thousands of 

streaming music services — including TuneIn — or  completely personalize the mix by programming playlists and custom content. Pick 

and play music in the most convenient way possible, whether by song title, artist or playlist.

Create and schedule imagery for basic digital signage using popular applications such as PowerPoint or Google Docs. Change your 

signage with the click of a mouse, or schedule seasonal messages, informational pieces or rotating specials. 

Customize the ambience across your entire organization, creating an immersive environment with audio and visuals to best reach 

your target audience.

ANTHOLOGY™

Light commercial media server

Setting the Tone

Music to 
my ears 



Hospitality and entertainment venues require extreme flexibility for constantly-changing audio needs. Easily customize up to four audio 

streams across any number of zones, while updating simple digital signage for lobbies, ballrooms, or guest services menus and pricing.

Hospitality/Entertainment

+ Pre-program targeted content across any number of zones  
    for complete flexibility

+ Create custom files for audio announcements and safety  
    instructions throughout the entire system

+ Control images for basic digital signage such as directions, 
     maps or event schedules 

+ Instantly reap ROI benefits rather than incurring monthly   
    subscription and equipment lease expenses

+ Create new revenue streams through sales of 
    locally-targeted advertising

+ Configure and control content with a browser-based 

    interface, using PCs or handhelds

ANTHOLOGY™
...the last media server you’ll ever need



Retail organizations reinforce branding 

by creating the right atmosphere. Create 

unique audio environments throughout 

different zones, with intermittent ads 

to drive promotions and elevate brand 

awareness. Target certain areas with 

unobtrusive, up-sell content or change 

digital signage and pricing based on 

up-to-the-minute demand. 

Professional offices need scalable and intuitive audio solutions. Create the perfect audio atmosphere in waiting areas 

or lobbies, or combine background audio with informative audio clips to answer common questions about your 

business. Basic digital signage can bolster customer education with helpful hints and cycling, informative content. 

Professional Offices

+ Enhance work environments by streaming            
    Internet radio or customized audio playlists            
    into waiting areas or meeting spaces

+ Pre-program custom audio files for seasonal    
    announcements or informational audio across 
    zones or entire system

+ Control basic digital signage with information 
    in common areas or to provide directions

+  Create a professional atmosphere with HD 
     sound quality across any number of zones

+ Instantly reap ROI benefits rather than incurring 
    monthly subscription and equipment lease expenses

+ Configure and control content with a browser-based   

    interface, using PCs or handhelds

Retail

+ Control targeted content in audio zones or fill your entire  
    space with sound

+ Centralize your audio collection for consistency across 
     all zones

+ Stream Internet radio or completely customize playlists 
    for the perfect audio mix

+ Pre-program intermittent audio teasers and promotions 
    by department or store 

+ Control digital images for basic signage solutions such 
    as menus, pricing or up-sell advertising 
 
+ Instantly reap ROI benefits rather than incurring monthly   
     subscription and equipment lease expenses

+ Configure and control content with a browser-based 
    interface, using PCs or handhelds



Contact us today, and take complete control of your audio environment. Say goodbye to equipment leases and monthly expenses and 

move your corporate environment to the next level.

Break free from the ongoing expenses of audio 
subscriptions and equipment leases. Take 
complete control with the ability to play files from 
ANTHOLOGY’s local storage and from your 
network to customize the exact mix of audio for 
your space. Stream your purchased audio files* 
across any number of zones with the scalable 
architecture of StreamNet technology. 

Add amplifiers and speakers to create 
any number of zones across your system. 
Each endpoint becomes part of the network 
without complex programming, costly and 
extensive cabling or system size limitations.  
StreamNet systems offer unprecedented levels 
of affordability, reliability and expandability– 
benefitting both installers and end-users with 
lower costs for installation, set-up and support.

Sources: 910-225-031

Amplifiers: 910-225-006, 910-225-101, NS-TLA250

Ethernet Switches: 
NS-SW524, NS-SW3524, NS-SW3548, 
NS-SW5524, NS-SW5548

Power Supplies: 910-225-005, NS-PL250

Equipment List

ANTHOLOGY™

… the last media server you’ll ever need.
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ANTHOLOGY and StreamNet™ 
scale to fit your needs

* Refer to the ClearOne Digital Media Guide pages 26 – 30     
   for DRM licensing information 
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